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All around the world and throughout history, resistance has played an important role - and it
still does. Some strive to raise it to cause change. Some dare not to speak of it. Some try to
smother it to keep a status quo. The contributions to this volume explore phenomena of
resistance in a range of historical and contemporary environments. In so doing, they not
only contribute to shaping a comparative view on subjects, representations, and contexts of
resistance, but also open up a theoretical dialogue on terms and concepts of resistance both
in and across different disciplines. With contributions by Micha Brumlik, Peter McLaren, and
others.
Smart Cities AtlasWestern and Eastern Intelligent CommunitiesSpringer
This volume offers a new understanding of caste in contemporary India. It argues that the
traditional view of caste - as a single hierarchy, with Brahmans at the top and the
untouchable castes at the bottom - is no longer valid. Based on fieldwork, the articles in this
volume prove that ritual dominance does not determine the nature of caste interactions in
any way. From politics to gender to economic interaction, the single, pure hierarchy is
constantly being questioned and weakened. Castes that once had the status of shudras are
now claiming, on occasions, a position superior to Brahmans and Kshatriyas; agrarian castes
- such as Jats, Ahirs and Gujars - are at the political forefront, taking caste identities outside
the village; the once passive untouchable castes are now aggressive and militant, and
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aware of their rights in a democratic society. This exciting collection of original articles
demonstrates how caste identity today challenges the outdated notion of a single, allencompassing hierarchy, within which each caste co-exists peacefully.
Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on Architecture and Urban Planning, Cairo,
Egypt
The Heroic Enthusiasts (Gli Eroici Furori)
The Licinian Tomb
Subjects, Representations, Contexts
Capitalism in the Age of Climate Change
Towards a Comparative and Transcultural History of Disasters Across Asia and Europe

This proceedings addresses the challenges of urbanization
that gravely affect the world’s ecosystems. To become
efficiently sustainable and regenerative, buildings and
cities need to adopt smart solutions. This book discusses
innovations of the built environment while depicting how
such practices can transform future buildings and urban
areas into places of higher value and quality. The book aims
to examine the interrelationship between people, nature and
technology, which is essential in pursuing smart
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environments that optimize human wellbeing, motivation and
vitality, as well as promoting cohesive and inclusive
societies: Urban Sociology - Community Involvement - Placemaking and Cultural Continuity – Environmental Psychology Smart living - Just City. The book presents exemplary
practical experiences that reflect smart strategies,
technologies and innovations, by established and emerging
professionals, provides a forum of real-life discourse. The
primary audience for the work will be from the fields of
architecture, urban planning and built-environment systems,
including multi-disciplinary academics as well as
professionals.
In a series of essays, this book describes and analyzes the
concept and theory of the recent smart city phenomenon from
a global perspective, with a focus on its implementation
around the world. After defining the concept it then
elaborates on the role of Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) as an enabler for smart cities, and the
role of ICT in the interplay with smart mobility. A separate
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chapter develops the concept of an urban smart dashboard for
stakeholders to measure performance as well as the economic
and public value. It offers examples of smart cities around
the globe, and two detailed case studies on Genoa and
Amsterdam exemplify the book’s theoretical and empirical
findings, helping readers understand and evaluate the
effectiveness and capability of new smart city programs.
Addressing participatory, transdisciplinary approaches to
local stewardship of the environment, Grassroots to Global
features scholars and stewards exploring the broad impacts
of civic engagement with the environment. Chapters focus on
questions that include: How might faith-based institutions
in Chicago expand the work of church-community gardens? How
do volunteer "nature cleaners" in Tehran attempt to change
Iranian social norms? How does an international community in
Baltimore engage local people in nature restoration while
fostering social equity? How does a child in an impoverished
coal mining region become a local and national leader in
abandoned mine restoration? And can a loose coalition that
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transforms blighted areas in Indian cities into pocket parks
become a social movement? From the findings of the authors’
diverse case studies, editor Marianne Krasny provides a way
to help readers understand the greater implications of civic
ecology practices through the lens of multiple disciplines.
Contributors: Aniruddha Abhyankar, Martha Chaves, Louise
Chawla, Dennis Chestnut, Nancy Chikaraishi, Zahra Golshani,
Lance Gunderson, Keith E. Hedges, Robert E. Hughes, Rebecca
Jordan, Karim-Aly Kassam, Laurel Kearns, Marianne E. Krasny,
Veronica Kyle, David Maddox, Mila Kellen Marshall, Elizabeth
Whiting Pierce, Rosalba Lopez Ramirez, Michael Sarbanes,
Philip Silva, Traci Sooter, Erika S. Svendsen, Keith G.
Tidball, Arjen E. J. Wals, Rebecca Salminen Witt, Jill
Wrigley
Qumran Cave 4
Addendum to Fifth Edition: 2006 - 2008
Maritime Networks, Port Efficiency, and Hinterland
Connectivity in the Mediterranean
Entrepreneurship in Culture and Creative Industries
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The Books of Enoch
The Competitiveness of Global Port-Cities
The Impact on Human Health in Developed and Developing
Countries
This publication calls all urban stakeholders to invest in child-responsive
urban planning, recognizing that cities are not only drivers of prosperity,
but also of inequity. Through 10 Children’s Rights and Urban Planning
principles, the handbook presents concepts, evidence, tools and promising
practices to create thriving and equitable cities where children live in
healthy, safe, inclusive, green and prosperous communities. By focusing
on children, it provides guidance on the central role that urban planning
should play in achieving the Sustainable Development Goals, from a global
perspective to a local context.
This report on the global AIDS epidemic outlines the strategic role that
governments must play in slowing the spread of HIV and mitigating the
impact of AIDS in morbidity and mortality. The report draws on the
accumulated knowledge of the last 15 years to highlight effective
management policies.
Believe in climate change. Or don't. It doesn't matter. But you'd better
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understand this: the best route to rebuilding our economy, our cities, and
our job markets, as well as assuring national security, is doing precisely
what you would do if you were scared to death about climate change.
Whether you're the head of a household or the CEO of a multinational
corporation, embracing efficiency, innovation, renewables, carbon markets,
and new technologies is the smartest decision you can make. It's the most
profitable, too. And, oh yes—you'll help save the planet. In Climate
Capitalism, L. Hunter Lovins, coauthor of the bestselling Natural
Capitalism, and the sustainability expert Boyd Cohen prove that the future
of capitalism in a recession-riddled, carbon-constrained world will be built
on innovations that cutting-edge leaders are bringing to the market today.
These companies are creating jobs and driving innovation. Climate
Capitalism delivers hundreds of indepth case studies of international
corporations, small businesses, NGOs, and municipalities to prove that
energy efficiency and renewable resources are already driving prosperity.
While highlighting business opportunities across a range of
sectors—including energy, construction, transportation, and agriculture
technologies—Lovins and Cohen also show why the ex–CIA director Jim
Woolsey drives a solar-powered plugin hybrid vehicle. His bumper sticker
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says it all: "Osama bin Laden hates my car." Corporate executives,
entrepreneurs, environmentalists, and concerned citizens alike will find
profitable ideas within these pages. In ten information-packed chapters,
Climate Capitalism gives tangible examples of early adopters across the
globe who see that the low-carbon economy leads to increased profits and
economic growth. It offers a clear and concise road map to the new energy
economy and a cooler planet.
Confronting AIDS
Islamic Cities and Conservation
A Cross-cultural History
The History and Description of Africa and of the Notable Things Therein
Contained
The Case of Rural-to-urban Migration
Putting the Cart Before the Horse
I (4q 158 - 4q 186)
World Architecture provides the most comprehensive and contemporary survey of the
field. Each chapter is organized chronologically and focuses on three unique
architectural cultures, simultaneously providing instructors with flexibility and offering
students a comprehensive method forunderstanding and appreciating the history,
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cultural significance, beauty, and diversity of architecture from around the world.
Historical disaster research is still a young field. This book discusses the experiences
of natural disasters in different cultures, from Europe across the Near East to Asia. It
focuses on the pre-industrial era and on the question of similarities, differences and
transcultural dynamics in the cultural handling of natural disasters. Which long-lasting
cultural patterns of perception, interpretation and handling of disasters can be
determined? Have specific types of disasters changed the affected societies? What
have people learned from disasters and what not? What adaptation and coping
strategies existed? Which natural, societal and economic parameters play a part? The
book not only reveals the historical depth of present practices, but also reveals
possible comparisons that show globalization processes, entanglements and
exchanges of ideas and practices in pre-modern times.
This volume sheds light on the development of squatting practices and movements in
nine European cities (Madrid, Barcelona, Seville, Rome, Paris, Berlin, Copenhagen,
Rotterdam and Brighton) by examining the numbers, variations and significant
contexts in their life course. It reveals how and why squatting practices have shifted
and to what extent they engender urban movements. The book measures the volume
and changes in squatting over various decades, mostly by focusing on Squatted Social
Centres but also including squatted housing. In addition, it systematically compares
the cycles, socio-spatial structures and the political implications of squatting in
selected cities. This collection highlights how squatters’ movements have persisted
over more than four decades through different trajectories and circumstances,
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especially in relation to broader protest cycles and reveals how political opportunities
and constraints influence the conflicts around the legalisation of squats. p>
A Text-book of Roman Law from Augustus to Justinian
Resistance
Guide to Microforms in Print
Creating Economic and Public Value in Innovative Urban Systems
Mobile Information Systems
Western and Eastern Intelligent Communities
Since Annexation and in 1882
The FAO Yearbook of fisheries and aquaculture statistics is a
compilation of statistical data on capture fisheries and aquaculture
production, employment, commodities production and trade, apparent
fish consumption and fishing fleets. It is structured into a booklet
(containing summary tables, notes on major trends, concepts,
classifications and a map of FAO major fishing areas) and a USB card
presenting the full yearbook package with all the key information and
the complete set of statistical tables.
Leon Krier is one of the best-known—and most provocative—architects
and urban theoreticians in the world. Until now, however, his ideas
have circulated mostly among a professional audience of architects,
city planners, and academics. In The Architecture of Community, Krier
has reconsidered and expanded writing from his 1998 book Architecture:
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Choice or Fate. Here he refines and updates his thinking on the making
of sustainable, humane, and attractive villages, towns, and cities.
The book includes drawings, diagrams, and photographs of his built
works, which have not been widely seen until now. With three new
chapters, The Architecture of Community provides a contemporary road
map for designing or completing today’s fragmented communities.
Illustrated throughout with Krier’s original drawings, The
Architecture of Community explains his theories on classical and
vernacular urbanism and architecture, while providing practical design
guidelines for creating livable towns. The book contains descriptions
and images of the author’s built and unbuilt projects, including the
Krier House and Tower in Seaside, Florida, as well as the town of
Poundbury in England. Commissioned by the Prince of Wales in 1988,
Krier’s design for Poundbury in Dorset has become a reference model
for ecological planning and building that can meet contemporary needs.
This book presents a framework for mobile information systems,
focusing on quality of service and adaptability at all architectural
levels. These levels range from adaptive applications to e-services,
middleware, and infrastructural elements, as developed in the
"Multichannel Adaptive Information Systems" (MAIS) project. The design
models, methods, and tools developed in the project allow the
realization of adaptive mobile information systems in a variety of
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different architectures.
History of Indigenous Education in the Panjab
Economic-demographic Interactions in Agricultural Development
An Ethical Poem
A History of the Propagation of the Muslim Faith
A Spatial Policy for Equitable Growth
A Graphic Account, Descriptive and Historical, of the Tropic Islands
of the Sea which Have Fallen Under Our Sway ...
Aramaic Fragments of Qumrân Cave 4
This book discusses regional and international climate-change, air- pollution and
human-health scenarios. The research, from both industrialized and developing
countries, focuses on region-specific perspectives of climate change impacts on
air pollution. After analyzing the variations of climate data over recent decades,
the authors consider the different effects of climate change on air pollution and
health. As stressed by the IPCC, “pollen, smoke and ozone levels are likely to
increase in a warming world, affecting the health of residents of major cities.
Rising temperatures will worsen air quality through a combination of more ozone
in cities, bigger wild fires and worse pollen outbreaks,” according to a major UN
climate report. The report follows the World Health Organization in finding that
air pollution is the world’s greatest environmental health risk, killing 7 million
people in 2014 (compared to 0.4 million deaths due to malaria). Deteriorating air
quality will most affect the elderly, children, people with chronic ill-health and
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expectant mothers. Another report suggests that more than 5.5 million people die
prematurely each year due to air pollution with over half of those deaths occurring
in China and India. A study on the air pollution in the USA,suggests that more
than half of US population lives in areas with potentially dangerous air pollution,
and about six out of 10 of the top cities for air pollution in the USA are located in
the state of California. In the face of future climate change, scientists have urged
stronger emission controls to avoid worsening air pollution and the associated
exacerbation of health problems, especially in more populated regions of the
world. It is hoped that the implementation of the Paris Climate Agreement will
help minimize air pollution. Additionally the authors consider the various
measures that different countries and groups of countries, like the European
Union, have adopted to mitigate the problems arising from climate change and to
safeguard the health of population. The book examines the increasing incidence of
diseases largely caused by climate change. The countries/regions covered in this
study include the USA, Northern Europe (U.K).,Southern Europe ( Italy), Canada,
Australia, East Asia, Russia, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia,
India, South Africa, Mexico, Brazil, Caribbean countries, and Argentina.
Achieving equitable growth: spatial integration and development policy; A spatial
framework for integrated development; The roles of spatial centers in national
development; Simulating the rural economy: technical components of policy
implementation; Strengthening local organization and services; National political
and administrative support; Urbanization and rural development: transforming
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spatial structures in developing nations.
This book explains and analyzes entrepreneurship and cultural management
issues in the creative and cultural sectors and discusses the impacts of economic,
social and structural changes on cultural entrepreneurship. The expert
contributions investigate the role of cultural entrepreneurship in regional and
destination management and development by presenting best practice examples.
It offers various interdisciplinary approaches, including perspectives from the
fields of entrepreneurship and management, regional and destination
management and development, sociology, psychology, innovation as well as
creative industries, and also features articles exploring cultural entrepreneurship
on a corporate as well as on a spatial level – or in other words in regions and
destinations.
A New Historical Relation of the Kingdom of Siam
World Architecture
The Arab Conquest of Egypt and the Last Thirty Years of the Roman Dominion
Urbanization and Rural Development
Infrastructure and Design for Adaptivity and Flexibility
Caste in Question
The Preaching of Islam

Ports and cities are historically strongly linked, but the link between port and city
growth has become weaker. This book examines how ports can regain their role as
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drivers of urban economic growth and how negative port impacts can be mitigated.
Originally published in 1968, this volume is being reissued to make the entire series
available to students and scholars of biblical and post-biblical Judaism and early
Christianity.
This book represents an attempt to introduce the notion of contested national
identity as a theoretical framework for understanding the crisis of the nation-state in
Africa, and Somalia in particular. The contributors to the volume share the
perspective that one of the principal variables that inform much of the present crisis
in Somalia resulted from the simultaneous co-existence of two
paradigms/narratives (lineage-based versus territorial) of Somaliness that contest
the meaning of people, place, and the history on which nationalism is predicated.
The volume represents a major shift in the study of Somali historiography in that the
contributors challenge the well-known Somali assumption that a common culture
can form the basis for national solidarity regardless of the social and political
contexts/realities within which the boundaries of the nation are constituted.
Informed by this perspective, the contributors to the volume argue that the current
social and political crisis in Somalia must be seen as a war over contested ideas
and social identities, a conflict of interpretation of who has the right to define the
social boundary of Somaliness.
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Grassroots to Global
Architecture and Urbanism: A Smart Outlook
Smart City Implementation
Climate Capitalism
Smart Cities Atlas
The Demography of Bangkok
Compressed Air
The book discusses the concept of the smart city, and is
based on a multi-service and multi-sectoral approach to
urban planning, including various urban functions and the
human capital of cities. The work is divided into three
parts. The first is an introductory section which covers
definitions, policies and tools used at European level for
the development and classification of a smart city. The
second presents a selection of examples of Western and
Eastern communities, which experienced technologies and
strategies that have made them smart. The third describes
in detail the main three possible approaches (economical,
technological and social) to the smart city concept which
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are the focus ambits of the holistic concept of smart city.
The work provides a good overview of the concept of smart
city, and also offers a critical analysis of the various
approaches to smart cities, in order to provide tools to
develop solutions that address the smart development of
cities with an approach as multi-sectoral as possible. Its
accessible language and several examples make the book easy
to read and appealing to public administrators, students,
planners and researchers.
The history and rapid development of minor planet dis In
addition to citing the bibliographic source of the nam
coveries constitute a fascinating story and one with a ing,
we also provide the source of numbering. A spe rather
breathtaking evolution. By October 2005, the cial
concordance list will enable the evaluation of the total of
numbered planets exceeded the remarkable cor respective
publication dates. The complete work is, nerstone of
100,000 objects and only three years later of course, a
thoroughly revised and considerably en in November 2008 we
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are even faced with minor planet larged data collection and
every e?ort has been made ( ) 200000 . This dramatic
evolution must be compared to check and correct each single
piece of information ( ) with the huge time span of two
centuries 1801–2000 again. For even more detailed
information on the dis that was necessary to detect and to
re?ne the orbits of covery circumstances of numbered but
unnamed plan only the ?rst 20,000 minor planets. Nowadays,
we need ets, the reader is referred to the extensive data
?les even less than 13 months for the same quantity! At the
compiled by the Minor Planet Center. end of 2005, we had
achieved a total of 12,804 named ( According to a
resolution of IAU Division III 2000, minor planets a
fraction of less than 11 per cent of ) Manchester IAU
General Assembly DMPN attained all numbered minor planets.
For millennia, the Mediterranean has been one of the most
active trading areas, supported by a transport network
connecting riparian cities and beyond to their hinterland.
The Mediterranean has complex trade patterns and
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routes--but with key differences from the past. It is no
longer an isolated world economy: it is both a trading area
and a transit area linking Europe and North Africa with the
rest of the world through the hub-and-spoke structure of
maritime networks. Understanding how trade connectivity
works in the Mediterranean, and elsewhere, is important to
policy makers, especially those in developing countries in
the Mediterranean, concerned with the economic benefits of
large investment in infrastructure. Better connectivity is
expected to increase trade with distant markets and
stimulate activities in the hinterland. This book is a
practical exploration of the three interdependent
dimensions of trade connectivity: maritime networks, port
efficiency, and hinterland connectivity. Because of the
complexity and richness of maritime and trade patterns in
the Mediterranean, the research book combines both a
regional focus and globally scalable lessons. This book is
intended for a wide readership of policy makers in maritime
affairs, trade, or industry; professionals from the world
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of finance or development institutions; and academics. It
combines empirical analysis of microeconomic shipping and
port data with three case studies of choice of port
(focusing on Spain, Egypt, and Morocco) and five case
studies on hinterland development (Barcelona; Malta;
Marseilles; Port Said East, Egypt; and Tanger Med,
Morocco).
Anglo-Saxon and Norse Poems
A Case Study of Differentials Between Big City and Rural
Populations
High Energy Physics Index
Public Priorities in a Global Epidemic
The Urban Politics of Squatters' Movements
Dictionary of Minor Planet Names
Fact Or Fiction?
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